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This feasibility study is propelled by the current Housing Master Plan 
which proposes to construct new residence hall facilities containing 
approximately 700 new beds located just south of Pomfret on Stadium 
Drive.  The task entailed the performance of a feasibility study of the 
Pomfret Dining facility to ascertain the viability and practicality for 
renovation and expansion of the dining and kitchen space while 
addressing space concerns of Student Housing.  The renovations are 
to accommodate additional dining seating and update the kitchen 
and serving concepts.  In general, it is desired by the stakeholders to 
increase the seating capacity from the current count of 320 seats to 
approximately 384 seats or more.

A key component of the study was the consideration of A.D.A. 
compliant accessibility.   The design concepts consider access to the 
dining space as well the accessible path to building entries, access to 
the various levels of Building ‘A’, and access to the residence hall wings 
flanking the central building space.  

In the course of this feasibility study, two design concepts were 
generated with the primary difference occurring in the approach to 
providing elevator accessibility to Pomfret’s C & D residence wings.  Both 
concepts answer the challenges of the study by creating an addition to 
the west side of Building ‘A’ which provides the additional space needed 
for the dining hall’s increased seating capacity.  The addition also 
provides the additional space at the ground floor to allow Housing to 
relocate or create new office spaces, meeting spaces, and other building 
support spaces which, through the years, claimed valuable student 
activity space and common space within the existing structure.  As a 
result, much of the space previously overtaken by Housing’s support 
and staffing spaces was reclaimed for student spaces such as activity 
space, meeting and gathering spaces, and general common living 
space.  

With regard to the dining hall, the concept plans indicate several new 
food prep and serve stations wrapped around the existing kitchen 
space including a larger Grille concept, Wellness, Hot/Cold Grille, Pizza, 
Salad/Deli, Breakfast Station, and Desserts.  The intent of the seating 
style concept shown is for a contemporary mix of seating types, 
arranged in multiple, unique seating sections containing standard table 
seating and variations of bar height seating composed of built-in and 
bar height tables.  The seating area is ringed around the food service 
concepts to promote efficient movement from serving line to seating 
and minimizing the distance traversed through seating sectors. 
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To address the accessibility challenge to the many levels of Building 
‘A’, a new monumental stair and elevator core was placed at a point 
near the primary building entry which serves all the levels of Building 
‘A’ including the dining hall area.  Key to the design is the renovation 
of the east / west portion of Building ‘A’ (or the Connecting Structure).  
Within the connecting structure, new public restrooms are created to 
address the seating capacity of the dining hall.  With the creation of the 
enlarged restrooms to serve the dining hall, the formation of additional 
space on the east end of the connecting structure was necessary.   Thus, 
a new building entry addition is conceptualized for the east entry of 
the connecting structure, which serves a two-fold purpose.  First, the 
building addition will contain the existing front desk Housing spaces 
displaced by the new larger restrooms.  Second, the intent of the 
design of the building addition is to provide an identifiable, principal 
building entry off of Stadium Drive to serve as the primary entry point 
for the expanded Dining Hall.  This new building entry will also be ADA 
compliant (the existing entry is not currently compliant).  

As previously mentioned, accessibility to the residential wings C & D 
was addressed by two different concepts utilizing floor ramping and 
elevators.  The concept of ‘Option A’ calls for adding elevators in both 
C and D wings by cutting into the existing floor structures and adding 
necessary steel structure to form the elevator shafts.  As a component 
of this upgrade, much needed student common space is formed by 
creating new lobbies, kitchenettes, and study spaces within the south 
end of the existing C and D wing structures.  The formation of the 
elevators and common space would require the elimination of three 
student rooms per floor in C and D wings.  In Option ‘B’, a three story 
addition is proposed at the south end of each Building ‘C’ & ‘D’ tower.  
The three story addition would place an elevator shaft and common 
spaces such as a study room and kitchenette on each floor.  Option ‘B’ 
concept does not require the elimination of any student rooms; unlike 
the elevator concept presented in Option ‘A’.
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The project entails the performance of a feasibility study of the 
Pomfret Dining facility to ascertain the viability and practicality for 
renovation and possible expansion of the dining and kitchen space.  
The renovations are to accommodate additional seating and update 
the kitchen and serving concepts.  In general, it is desired by the 
stakeholders to increase the seating capacity from the current count 
of 320 seats to approximately 384 seats.  The seating concept shall be 
a contemporary mix of seating types, arranged in multiple, unique 
seating sections.  As well, the desire is to convert the kitchen facilities 
from the existing “back of house” model to a program of multiple “front 
of house” concepts or exhibition style pavilions.  

A key component of the study shall be consideration of A.D.A. compliant 
accessibility.   Design concepts need to consider access to the dining 
space as well the accessible path to building entries and the various 
levels of the central building space containing the dining hall and access 
to the residence hall structures.  

This feasibility study is propelled by the current Housing Master Plan 
which proposes to construct new residence hall facilities containing 
approximately 700 new beds located just south of Pomfret on Stadium 
Drive.  This feasibility study shall consider the campus master plan with 
regard to the overall approach to the feasibility concepts.  Ultimately, 
the study shall provide a conceptual design and probable project cost 
for the preferred concept(s).
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EXISTING FACILITY

The existing facility is composed of four primary structures.  

Building A:  Building ‘A’ contains the Dining Hall & Kitchen, the student 
Activity Space, student common spaces, CRE Apartment (for C & 
D wings), offices, food service back of house support spaces, and 
mechanical / electrical spaces.  An important aspect of Building A is 
the portion of the building which has been termed in this study as the 
Building ‘A’ Connection Structure.  This is the portion of the building 
which acts as an East/ West circulation space as well as an intermediate 
level between the ground level and Dining Hall level.  (Refer to the 
Existing Plans)  Building ‘A’ has four (4) floor levels contained within a 
two story structure.

Building B:  Building ‘B’ is the nine (9) story student residence structure 
located to the south of Building ‘A’.

Buildings C & D:  Buildings ‘C’ & ‘D’ are the three (3) and four (4) story 
student residence structures located to the north of building ‘A’.

For the purposes of this feasibility study, the primary focus of 
investigations and design are focused on Building ‘A’.
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EXISTING GROUND FLOOR
Not to Scale N

BUILDING D

BUILDING A

BUILDING B

BUILDING C

BUILDING A “CONNECTING STRUCTURE”
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ARCHITECTURAL

• Primary building entry to the dining hall has 10’ elevation change in 
roughly 95’.  The elevation change presents challenges to a barrier 
free (ADA compliant) entry.

• Floor level changes present an accessibility challenge.  Majority of 
the current facility does not meet A.D.A. guidelines for floor to floor 
travel.

 • 6 level changes throughout the structure
 • Levels range from 0’ to 14’ above the ground floor

• Generally, restrooms, door hardware, and pathway clearances are 
not accessible (ADA compliant).

• Low 9’-4” floor-to-roof clearance in some areas.  The lower floor-to-
roof clearance presents some challenges to routing of mechanical, 
electrical, and plumbing infrastructure.

• Way finding presents a challenge to building visitors.  The building 
layout in general is confusing to first time visitors and is not 
supported by a consistent, integrated wayfinding signage system.

• Additional floor area is required to reach targeted dining hall seating 
capacity.

• Attention is required to clearly separate public areas verses the 
secure zones of the residence facilities.  
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FIRE PROTECTION

Evaluation
• The dining facility is not sprinklered.  Fire hose cabinets that 

were originally connected to the domestic water service have 
been disconnected and connected to exterior fire department 
connections.  Six story residential tower structure ‘B’ and three/four 
story residential wings ‘C’ and ‘D’ are not sprinklered.

Considerations
• Given the extent of the proposed renovations, the newly renovated 

dining space and the remaining areas of Building A should be fire 
sprinklered.  The sprinklering of the structure will greatly simplify the 
fire protection and life safety elements required to be employed by 
building code.  

• Optionally, the fire protection system may include provisions for the 
fire protection system to be expanded to the residential buildings 
B (tower) and the C and D residential wings to the north.  This may 
include provisions for standpipes including a fire pump, or at the 
very least a space for a future fire pump.
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PLUMBING

Evaluation
• It appears that many of the original plumbing fixtures are still in use.  
• The sanitary sewer serving the common core areas leaves the 

building at three places to the west.  This piping then connects to 
8” VCT piping that is routed to the south.  Point of use grease traps 
recessed in floor, are used and appear to be original.

• 6” domestic cold water piping enters the building from the west 
and is routed to a header in the basement mechanical room.  Dual – 
Parallel reduced pressure backflow preventers have been installed.

• Domestic hot water is generated and stored in an original 5600 
gallon tank. This tank is provided with a steam tube bundle and 
recirculating domestic hot water pumps for each wing.  

• Domestic water is stored at 140° and mixed to 120° for dorm and 
toilet use.  Booster heaters are provided for sanitizer needs.

• Roof drains are collected and routed below grade to the south.
• Restroom fixture count is inadequate for dining hall occupant load.   

In addition, restrooms require upgrade to meet A.D.A. criteria and 
standards.

Considerations
• Existing domestic hot water generator is nearing end of useful life.
• Recommend replacement of the existing system with instantaneous 

steam fired heaters with water softeners. 
• New public restrooms may be created to address plumbing fixture 

count deficiency and absence of A.D.A. compliant restrooms.
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HVAC

Evaluation
• The building was originally designed with an absorption chiller and 

associated cooling tower.  Chiller and tower have been removed 
and building has been connected to the district chilled water 
system.  In the mechanical room space once occupied by the chiller, 
distribution chilled water pump have been installed.

• The building is provided steam from the campus district steam 
plant.  100 PSI steam enters the building and is reduced in pressure 
to serve needs such as heating hot water converters, steam heating 
coils, domestic hot water generation, domestic water booster 
heaters and cooking equipment.  Heating converters are provided 
for each wing of the building.

• Space temperature and ventilation requirements are largely served 
by two 15,000 CFM multi zone air handling units located in the lower 
level mechanical room. Air handling unit number two serves the 
two story space on the east side of dining facility and associated 
meeting rooms.  Air handling unit number three serves the three 
dining rooms thru floor grilles.  AHU # 4 located in the lower level 
mechanical is 3400 CFM single zone unit that serves the lower level 
internal rooms.  Additional space temperature requirements are 
met by four pipe fan coil units.  The building control system was 
originally a pneumatic system.  Johnson DDC Controls have been 
added to control the pneumatic actuators on the air handling units 
and steam control valves.

• Refrigeration systems for kitchen freezers / coolers are located on 
kitchen roof.

Considerations
• The three air handling units in the lower level mechanical room 

are original to building.  Replacement of these units with units 
of similar capacity will be difficult due to space requirements.  
Shifting capacity from the existing replacement units to new units 
(including additional fresh air requirements) during remodel should 
be considered.   Material remains in lower mechanical room which 
visually appears to be the type of material commonly associated 
with asbestos containing material.

• Expansion of Johnson DDC Building Automation System should be 
considered to phase out pneumatic controls.

• Appears to be water leaking into electrical conduits from utility 
tunnel.  Condition needs to be corrected.
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ELECTRICAL

Evaluation
• The original 2000A, main distribution panel and 800A, motor control 

are still in use. They have been heavily modified from the original 
design. The main distribution panel is fed from the transformer vault 
behind the distribution panel. 

• The 10kW emergency generator system is also original, it is located 
in the mechanical room. The emergency generator primarily 
provides power for emergency lighting in the building. 

• The existing lighting in the common areas is fluorescent. Most of the 
lighting was updated 10 to 15 years ago. 

• Various components and devices of the fire alarm system has been 
updated, and there is a voice evacuation system installed.  However, 
further upgrade of the fire alarm system is required.

Considerations
• The bus on the electrical distribution panel appears to have been 

tapped several times and it appeared that one of the taps had 
taps on top of the taps.  The entire power system requires detailed 
evaluation and will require major upgrades and replacement 
in effort to make the renovations and new construction code 
compliance.

• The current location of the electrical distribution panel does not 
meet the current working space. 

• The building does not have a readily accessible electrical disconnect. 
• Rework the existing electrical service for the new kitchen concept. 
• Removal of the motor control center should be heavily considered.
• Install new, exterior, pad mounted emergency generator with 

capacity for the life safety systems of entire facility (excluding the 
fire pump unless the authority having jurisdiction requires back up 
power to the future fire pump).

• A new exterior, pad mounted transformer is recommended.   Other 
options may be viable, additional detailed study is required.  
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BUILDING CODE REQUIREMENTS

Code Assumptions
Occupancy:   A-2 & R-2
Structure Type:  IIB  or  IIIB

i.   Fire Suppression Sprinklering of Area “A” will be required.
 •  Consider provisions for future expansion to tower and three / 

four story residence wings.

ii. Fire Walls separating A-2 & R-2 Occupancies will be required.

iii. Public Restrooms:  
 • Fixture count will need to be greatly increased
 • Preliminary required public restroom count = 6 toilets / 3 sinks 

for each M & W
 • Consider private, family toilet room

iv. Exits:  Additional code compliant egress exit(s) are required from 
the dining space.

v. Smoke Control
 • Glass walls or smoke curtains need to be considered as part of 

a smoke control system at the open, interior two story spaces 
common to the dining space.
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• Increase dining capacity to 384 seats (320 existing)
+ Seating concept:  mix of seating types in multiple, unique 
seating sections

• New, larger public restrooms required

• Kitchen facilities:  convert from the existing “back of house” model 
to a program of multiple “front of house” concepts or exhibition style 
stations.  The existing larger “back of house” kitchen will continue to be 
utilized for catering services.

• A.D.A. accessibility deficiencies of the building must be resolved

• Meeting space (accessible to food service) for 20 to 25 people is 
desired

• Back of house spaces shall be renovated / upgraded:  locker rooms, 
offices, receiving areas

• Best practice materials for dining facilities shall be considered, i.e. 
porcelain and ceramic tiles, solid surfacing, manufactured quartz type 
surfacing at hot zones, durable & cleanable hard surfaces at food preps, 
etc.

• Elements of the design should consider the Food Recovery Program 
(zero waste in 5 years); this will include placement of an industrial food 
waste dehydrator or similar equipment.

• Other back of house spaces to be scheduled for renovation or 
incorporated in the conceptual design: locker rooms, offices, and 
receiving areas.

• Consider the freezer functions as a commissary from which product is 
transferred to other campus food service locations.

• Existing electrical service is thought to be at maximum utilization.

• Windows are scheduled to be replaced this summer (2016).
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DESIGN CONCEPT SYNOPSIS

Site Plan & Campus Connections

The design concept is influenced by important planned changes to the 
district of campus in and around the Pomfret structure.   To the south 
of Pomfret Hall, the realignment of Stadium Drive and planned con-
struction of approximately 700 beds of student residences proposes an 
increase in student use of the Pomfret dining facility.  As indicated in the 
“Site Plan & Campus Connection” drawing below, the anticipated travel 
pattern for students housed in the new student residences planned 
south of Pomfret impacts Pomfret’s building entry use.  Students uti-
lizing Pomfret’s dinning facility who are walking north from the new 
student housing facility will most likely place an increased use on the 
south entrance of Pomfret’s Building ‘B’ as well as some increased use of 
the northern Stadium Drive entrance to Pomfret.  For students walking 
from the campus core, down the hill, toward the new housing facility 
who utilize Pomfret’s dining hall, the northern entrance facing Stadium 
Drive is anticipated to become a primary entry point.  Additionally, as 
the area of campus southwest of Pomfret grows and transforms, it is 
thought that the east / west interior circulation of Pomfret’s Building ‘A’ 
may become a key path of travel for students traversing between the 
campus core and the southwestern area of campus.  (Refer to “Site Plan & 
Campus Connection”)
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In the course of this feasibility study, two design concepts were gen-
erated with the primary difference occurring in the articulation and 
approach to providing elevator accessibility to Pomfret’s C & D residence 
wings.  The following is a synopsis describing the design concepts:

DESIGN CONCEPT – OPTION ‘A’

First Floor – Option ‘A’  (refer to First Floor Plan – Option ‘A’ attached)
Dining & Kitchen 
The renovation concept of the dining facility is driven by the following 
primary factors:  
• One, create the space necessary to increase the seating capacity to a 
minimum of 384 seats with space for a meeting / private dining area.  
• Two, create a means of access to the dining facility that is accessible 
(ADA compliant).  
• Three, per input and direction from Chartwells (the current food ser-
vice provider), it is desired to renovate the serving and food prep space 
to a program of multiple “front of house” food concepts or exhibition 
style stations where more food prep is performed at the front of house 
verses in the back kitchen as currently configured.
• The large existing back of house kitchen is, and will continue to be, 
utilized for the preparation of food items for catering services across 
campus. Existing freezers and coolers shall remain as well as several sink 
locations and equipment locations; though sinks and equipment may 
be replaced as budget allows.   

Kitchen:  Thus, the concept plan indicates several food prep and serve 
stations wrapped around the existing kitchen space including a larger 
Grille concept, Wellness, Hot/Cold Grille, Pizza, Salad/Deli, Breakfast Sta-
tion, and Desserts.  The stations are to be configured with prep equip-
ment allowing for some overlap of food item offerings thus permitting 
a reduction of kitchen staff during low volume periods.  Conceptually, 
the existing primary venthood location in the existing kitchen can be 
renovated and utilized for the front of house food prep area of a “grille” 
style food concept.  Wrapping the existing kitchen space was also deter-
mined to be an efficient renovation model since it allows for an easier 
installation scenario of new and upgraded plumbing and electrical 
because it is located above the exposed mechanical spaces and spaces 
to be renovated at the floor below.    Additionally, the existing dish wash 
room and it’s infrastructure can be employed for the installation of a 
new dish wash system and conveyor in a revised configuration with new 
finishes and lighting in the space.  The manager’s office is located to 
promote close proximity to the prep and serve stations as well as good 
views to the dining seating areas.
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DESIGN CONCEPT – OPTION ‘A’ (continued)

Dining Seating:  The intent of the seating style concept shown is for a 
contemporary mix of seating types, arranged in multiple, unique seating 
sections containing standard table seating and variations of bar height 
seating composed of built-in and bar height tables.  The seating area 
is ringed around the food service concepts to promote efficient move-
ment from serving line to seating and minimizing the distance traversed 
through seating sectors.  A primary design and organizing element for 
the seating area is a “hearth” surrounded with minimal soft seating (as 
indicated on the east side of the seating area).  (Refer to Interior Illustra-
tions 3 & 4)  In order to achieve the target seating capacity for the din-
ing hall, a two story building addition on the west side of the primary 
structure of Building ‘A’ is being proposed.  This addition adds adequate 
square footage to support the additional seating as well as provides 
shell space for any future expansion of the kitchen or seating areas.  At 
the ground floor, the addition provides the square footage needed to 
support the additional and new space needed by Housing.  (Refer to 
Exterior Study #3 for a conceptual view of the west two story addition) 

The dining entry point (POS – point of sale) is directly connected to the 
new monumental stair and elevator.  (Refer to Interior Illustration 1 & 
2)  This dining entry point is positioned within the building to create a 
convenient and visually recognizable destination when entering from 
the new Campus Drive building entry (added to Building A Connection 
Structure) or approaching from below coming from the south building 
entry.  The entry point is oriented to provide an immediate and primary 
view of the food concept stations upon entering the dining area as well 
as an immediate view of digital messaging boards and display stations 
at the P.O.S.  This entry point may be secured during closed hours with a 
sliding security screen.  (Refer to Interior Illustration 1)

Dining Hall Stairs:  The existing stair locations are shown to be infilled to 
create additional seating area.  The existing kitchen stair is shown to be 
enlarged and an exterior exit point added at the ground level in effort 
to make it a rated egress stair which serves the seating area and the 
kitchen.  As well, a new rated egress stair is shown in the west building 
addition which may act as the second egress stair directly serving the 
seating area.
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DESIGN CONCEPT – OPTION ‘A’ (continued)

Generally, the committee of stakeholder’s agreed the character and 
architectural design of the space should be contemporary, with clean 
linear lines which provide a modern expression that is complimentary 
to that of the Pomfret facility’s original style.  Basic materials should 
include porcelain ceramic tiles, solid surfacing materials, composite 
stone or quartz type surfaces at hot/cold serving surfaces, and 
otherwise durable finishes appropriate for a collegiate dining facility.  
Lighting shall be upgraded to promote energy conservation, but also 
providing greater than existing lighting levels at approximately 36” 
above the floor level to support an overall brighter environment in the 
seating area.   Supplementing the electrical lighting, the concept calls 
for cutting new skylights into the voids of the concrete waffle slab roof 
structure as a means to introduce some natural lighting deeper into the 
seating and serving spaces.       

Monumental Stair & Elevator
A new monumental stair is located at the convergence of the Dining 
Hall, ground floor Activity Space, and the Building ‘A’ Connecting Struc-
ture.  The existing stair connecting the four levels of Building ‘A’ is hid-
den and obscure and there is not an existing elevator providing ADA 
compliant access to all levels of Building ‘A’.  The location of the new stair 
and elevator are positioned within the building to create a convenient 
and visually recognizable point of vertical circulation to all four levels 
of Building ‘A’ when entering the building from the new Campus Drive 
building entry or approaching from the ground floor level coming from 
the south building entry.   
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DESIGN CONCEPT – OPTION ‘A’ (continued)

Building ‘A’ Connecting Structure
A new building entry is conceptualized for the east entry to Building ‘A’ 
Connecting Structure.  This building entry addition serves a two-fold 
purpose.  First, the building addition will contain the front desk housing 
spaces displaced by the new larger restrooms required to serve the 
Dining Hall.  Second, the intent of the design of the building addition is 
to provide an identifiable, principal building entry off of Stadium Drive 
to serve as the primary entry point for the expanded Dining Hall and 
residential wings C and D.  This new entry point will be A.D.A. compliant, 
unlike the existing entry which is not.  (Refer to Exterior Study 1 showing 
new building entry)  Additionally, the general intent of the renovations 
of the Connecting Structure is to enhance and improve the east / west 
circulation through the building while provide new public restrooms 
and some public student seating areas.  The building addition on the 
west end of the Connecting Structure  further serves the east/ west 
circulation by offering an east lobby space with a new stair allowing 
for vertical circulation at the east end where there is currently not any 
means to move between floor levels.  Last, the Connecting Structure 
provides space for new, wider, A.D.A. compliant floor ramps providing 
access to residential wings C & D.

Buildings C & D
In effort to make all floors accessible throughout the entire Pomfret fa-
cility, elevators are required in the residential wings C & D.  The concept 
of ‘Option A’ calls for adding elevators in both C and D wings by cutting 
into the existing floor structures and adding necessary steel structure 
to form the elevator shafts.  (Refer to drawing sheet for First Floor Plan – 
Option ‘A’ also showing 2nd and 3rd floor plans for C & D wings at upper 
right hand corner of drawing page)  As a component of this upgrade, 
much needed student common space is formed by creating new lob-
bies, kitchenettes, and study spaces within the south end of the existing 
C and D wing structures.  The formation of the elevators and common 
space would require the elimination of three student rooms per floor in 
C and D wings.
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DESIGN CONCEPT – OPTION ‘A’ (continued)

Ground Floor – Option ‘A’  (refer to Ground Floor Plan – Option ‘A’ attached)

Activity Room & Exterior Courtyard
The concept plan calls for enhancement of the student spaces of the 
large Activity Room located on the east side of Building ‘A’.  Enhance-
ments include all new finishes, hearth and living room area, larger 
vending area, large kitchenette, digital gaming station, and tiered the-
ater room.  The design concept creates an identifiable circulation path 
through the space utilizing simple floor finish delineations which sepa-
rates the larger game and activities area from the smaller, more intimate 
gathering spaces.   This circulation path provides a clear, visually discern-
able path from the Building ‘B’ south entry to the new monumental stair 
leading to the dining hall.

The exterior courtyard adjacent the Activity Room is shown to be com-
pletely demolished and renovated to a large, open green space ringed 
by a raised concrete deck for a small amount of outdoor seating.  The 
intent of the newly renovated courtyard is to provide an open outdoor 
space for student recreation or large student gatherings.

Front Desk and link structure to Building ‘B’
At the link structure to Building ‘B’ (located at the south side of Building 
‘A’ Activities Space), the front desk area and office is to be renovated 
with new finishes and a chair lift is be installed at the interior steps com-
ing from the south entry doors.

Service Spaces
The existing maintenance shop is too small due to the I.T. Closet claim-
ing a great deal of space.  As well, the housekeeping staff lacks break-
room space and storage / operation space.  Thus, a new maintenance 
shop is added in the building shell addition on the west side of the 
primary Building ‘A’ structure.  The existing maintenance shop is dis-
placed with housekeeping storage and the existing maintenance office 
becomes a new larger I.T. closet.  

CRE offices, Hall Senate, Meeting Rooms, Classrooms
At the northwest corner of the ground floor new addition and a portion 
of the existing ground floor structure, a new public area is created which 
includes two classroom spaces, staff offices, CRE offices and workroom 
for RA’s, Hall Senate space, and a large and small meeting space.  These 
were spaces formerly spread throughout the ground floor.
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CONCEPT PLANS

KEYED NOTES LEGEND
Renovated activities space
 
New Theater space:  tiered seating, dimmable 
lighting.  Equipment set up for collaborative 
academic use for digital media projects.

Electronic gaming station (two screens)

Renovated courtyard:  open green space, 
outdoor patio seating

New monumental stair

Meeting Rooms bank

New lobby space

Ramp to ‘D’ wing

New stair to 1st floor 

CRE / RA hub:  R.A. work / meeting space, 
resource space, CRE offices, Hall Senate Storage

Classrooms:  25 – 30 seats each

New maintenance shop

Maintenance shop dock

Fire Suppression RPZ / Fire Pump

Generator / new Transformer area

Existing dock area covered by new roof addition 
above 

Repair or replace existing retaining wall

Accessible South Entry

New Accessible Chair Lift

Renovated Lobby and Front Desk Area

New Secure entry to residences at Building ‘B’
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CONCEPT PLANS

KEYED NOTES LEGEND
Renovated dining space: 450 seating capacity  
(Refer to Design Concept Synopsis & Key Scope 
Elements)

Existing kitchen space:  existing venthood to be 
upgraded, new ceiling and lighting, other minor 
finish upgrades, replace and upgrade venthood 
common wall.

New kitchen staff breakroom

New manager’s office

Table seating

High-top seating

Finished-out shell space for private dining or 
meeting space for approximately 50 people.  
Space shall be equipped with A/V technology 
for digital presentations.

Sofa chair / couch seating

Flat screen menu boards mounted at soffit / 
ceiling above

Hearth element:  contemporary, glassed in, gas 
fired ventless fireplace with flat screen television 
mounted above.

Point of sale / Nutrition Station

Information / announcements

Rolling security gate –conceals in obscured wall 
pocket in open position.

Private dining space:  Flexible space, enclosed 
by glass, designed for use as a private meeting 
and event space for approximately 48 people or 
for utilization for daily overflow seating.  Space 
shall be equipped with A/V technology for 
digital presentations.

Outdoor eating space, roof covered, over 
ground floor space below, no exterior entry

New Building ‘A’ elevator:  Dual, front/back entry.  
Provides accessible access to all three floor 
levels of Building ‘A’

New common area monumental stair

New dish wash machine and conveyor system

New Dish Return Window and blind wall

Architectural glass (code required for smoke 
control)

Digital information wall

New Steam pipe tunnel

New public restrooms

New front desk with storage area

New mail receiving room and student mailboxes

New west end stair, providing 1st floor direct 
access to west entry

Renovated CRE apartment

New porch addition at C &D wing courtyard 
space

Secure entry to ‘C’ wing

New ‘C’ wing elevator

1st floor accessible ramp to ‘C’ wing

Secure entry to ‘D’ wing

New ‘D’ wing elevator

1st floor accessible ramp to ‘D’ wing

Accessible sidewalk connection to primary 
building entry

Required fire wall separation between ‘R-2’ 
(residential) and ‘A-2’ (assembly) occupancies 
with automated rolling or sliding fire door at 
glass entry wall to C & D wings.

New skylights at corridor ceiling / roof assembly
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DESIGN CONCEPT – OPTION ‘B’

First Floor – Option ‘B’  (refer to First Floor Plan – Option ‘B’ attached)
Ground Floor – Option ‘B’ (refer to Ground Floor Plan – Option ‘B’ attached)
The primary difference between Option ‘A’ and ‘B’ is the means by which 
the new elevators are conceptualized for Building ‘C’ & ‘D’.  All other as-
pects of the design for Option ‘B’ are identical to Option ‘A’.  In Option ‘B’, 
a three story addition is proposed at the south end of each Building ‘C’ 
& ‘D’ tower.  The three story elevator addition would require the dem-
olition of a portion of the Building ‘A’ Connecting Structure.  The three 
story addition would place an elevator shaft and common spaces such 
as a study room and kitchenette on each floor.  This elevator concept for 
Buildings ‘C’ & ‘D’ does not require the elimination of any student rooms; 
unlike the elevator concept presented in Option ‘A’.  (Refer to Exterior 
Study #2 showing the elevator tower additions to Buildings ‘C’ & ‘D’ beyond 
the new building entry for Building ‘A’ Connecting Structure)

KEY SCOPE ELEMENTS

Architectural:
A1) Complete renovation and expansion of the 1st floor dining hall 
including a new layout concept, all new finishes and millwork, new 
lighting, and new food service concepts.  Additional scope items in-
clude:
• Basic refinishing / renovation of kitchen staff areas at the ground floor.
• Addition of space and infrastructure for food waste dehydrator.
• New ceilings and lighting at the existing kitchen space and other mi-
nor finish renovations.

A2)  Two story addition to west side of building ‘A’:  10,503 total 
square feet of heated and cooled space to provide additional floor space 
to expand dining hall seating at the 1st floor and to locate Housing 
support spaces as well as needed additional space for Housing mainte-
nance at the ground floor.  

A3)  Building Addition at the east end of the connection structure 
to create a new building entry and to facilitate the additional space 
required for an enhanced residence front desk area, public spaces, and 
public restrooms.  
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KEY SCOPE ELEMENTS (continued)

A4) Building Addition at the west end of the connection structure 
to create a new lobby space and public entry at the west side of the 
structure. 

A5) Ground Floor Activity Space:  renovate existing, adjacent spaces 
to the large activity room into student activity spaces such as a televi-
sion lounge, meeting and student collaboration space, theater space.

Mechanical:
M1)        Replace existing AHU’s AHU-2 and AHU-3       
M2)        Addition of 3 new Kitchen Hoods                                                        
M3)        Steam Service Tunnel                                                                    
M4)        Mechanical Work Associated with new Building A Elevator
M5)        Existing venthood: upgrade / repair                

Plumbing:
P1)         New and renovations to plumbing at Building A Common Area 
Restrooms 
P2)         Building A Domestic Hot Water System Replacement  
P3)         Sanitary Sewer line relocation at west side of Building A to loca-
tion outside of building addition footprint  

Fire Protection:    
FP1)       Building A Common Area Fire Protection (Sprinkler)
FP2)       Dining Area Fire Protection (Sprinkler)
FP3)       Space and infrastructure for future Fire Pump                                                                                           

Electrical:
E1)          New Generator (including connections to the elevators)                 
E2)          Fire Alarm for Building A (not including the towers)            
E3)          New electrical service, MSB, Repairs and Code items      

ADDITIONAL SCOPE ITEMS

FP3)       Fire Pump (Space and infrastructure must be provided during 
Building ‘A’ renovations; actual fire pump may be installed at a later 
date.)
FP4)       Building B Fire Protection (Sprinkler system)
FP5)       Building C & D Fire Protection (Sprinkler system)
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OPTION ‘B’

N

CONCEPT PLANS

KEYED NOTES LEGEND
Renovated activities space
 
New Theater space:  tiered seating, dimmable 
lighting.  Equipment set up for collaborative 
academic use for digital media projects.

Electronic gaming station (two screens)

Renovated courtyard:  open green space, 
outdoor patio seating

New monumental stair

Meeting Rooms bank

New lobby space

Ramp to ‘D’ wing

New stair to 1st floor 

CRE / RA hub:  R.A. work / meeting space, 
resource space, CRE offices, Hall Senate Storage

Classrooms:  25 – 30 seats each

New maintenance shop

Maintenance shop dock

Fire Suppression RPZ / Fire Pump

Generator / new Transformer area

Existing dock area covered by new roof addition 
above 

Repair or replace existing retaining wall

Accessible South Entry

New Accessible Chair Lift

Renovated Lobby and Front Desk Area

New Secure entry to residences at Building ‘B’
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CONCEPT PLANS

KEYED NOTES LEGEND
Renovated dining space: 450 seating capacity  
(Refer to Design Concept Synopsis & Key Scope 
Elements)

Existing kitchen space:  existing venthood to be 
upgraded, new ceiling and lighting, other minor 
finish upgrades, replace and upgrade venthood 
common wall.

New kitchen staff breakroom

New manager’s office

Table seating

High-top seating

Finished-out shell space for private dining or 
meeting space for approximately 50 people.  
Space shall be equipped with A/V technology 
for digital presentations.

Sofa chair / couch seating

Flat screen menu boards mounted at soffit / 
ceiling above

Hearth element:  contemporary, glassed in, gas 
fired ventless fireplace with flat screen television 
mounted above.

Point of sale / Nutrition Station

Information / announcements

Rolling security gate –conceals in obscured wall 
pocket in open position.

Private dining space:  Flexible space, enclosed 
by glass, designed for use as a private meeting 
and event space for approximately 48 people or 
for utilization for daily overflow seating.  Space 
shall be equipped with A/V technology for 
digital presentations.

Outdoor eating space, roof covered, over 
ground floor space below, no exterior entry

New Building ‘A’ elevator:  Dual, front/back entry.  
Provides accessible access to all three floor 
levels of Building ‘A’

New common area monumental stair

New dish wash machine and conveyor system

New Dish Return Window and blind wall

Architectural glass (code required for smoke 
control)

Digital information wall

New Steam pipe tunnel

New public restrooms

New front desk with storage area

New mail receiving room and student mailboxes

New west end stair, providing 1st floor direct 
access to west entry

Renovated CRE apartment

New porch addition at C &D wing courtyard 
space

Secure entry to ‘C’ wing

New ‘C’ wing elevator

1st floor accessible ramp to ‘C’ wing

Secure entry to ‘D’ wing

New ‘D’ wing elevator

1st floor accessible ramp to ‘D’ wing

Accessible sidewalk connection to primary 
building entry

Required fire wall separation between ‘R-2’ 
(residential) and ‘A-2’ (assembly) occupancies 
with automated rolling or sliding fire door at 
glass entry wall to C & D wings.

New skylights at corridor ceiling / roof assembly
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TOTALS

Seating
Tables & Chairs 394
Patio  24
Soft  9
Bar  23 
Total  450

Serving =   127 lineal feet
Beverage =  30 lineal feet
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SCM Architects Preliminary Space Program
Pomfret Hall Dining Feasibility Study

University of Arkansas

1 of 3
4/20/2016

Color Key:

Space Title
Existing 
Room #

Existing 
Space Sqft.

Proposed 
Design Sqft. notes

Ground Floor
Building A
Activity Room A106 4,864 4,864
Music Room  A103 252 200
Television Room  A104 594 0
Kitchenette Area 250
Theatre Room 706
Vending Space 145
Collaboration / Meeting Room 254
CRE Office A104 231 relocated
CRE Office A105 205 relocated
RA Workroom A105 206 relocated

Laundry Room  A131 710 710
Hall Senate A132 182 relocated
Hall Senate A133 179 relocated
Meeting Room A134 586 586
Small Meeting Room 200
RIC Storage 164
Office A135 156 relocated
Office A135B 191 relocated
Entrance Lobby A146 479 500 expanded by west addition

CRE Office 135
CRE Office 135
RA Workroom 445
Hall Senate 372
Classroom 700
Classroom 700
Office 100
Office 100
Office 100
Office 100

Common Space A136 551 eliminated
Counselor Office A136C 146 relocated
Meeting A136B 216 relocated
Classroom A136A 652 relocated
Classroom A136D 624 relocated
Break Room A137/A149 346 relocated
RIC Storage A138 158 relocated
Linen Storage A107 443 eliminated
Storage A130 207 207
Housekeeping A134A 197 relocated

Existing Spaces remaining or relocated
New Space  /  Conglomerated Spaces
Design Square Footage (sqft per concpet plans)

K:\2015\15088\0500 Building Program Information\16-0225_Housing-Spaces2
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SCM Architects Preliminary Space Program
Pomfret Hall Dining Feasibility Study

University of Arkansas

2 of 3
4/20/2016

Space Title
Existing 
Room #

Existing 
Space Sqft.

Proposed 
Design Sqft. notes

Housekeeping Storage 580
Storage / Janitorial A101 46 46
Janitorial A102 47 47
Maintenance A103A 54 relocated
Storage  A108 155 reduced reduced by expansion of fire stair

Storage A115 79 eliminated eliminated by expansion of fire stair

Storage / Janitorial A118 61 61
Maintenance Office A121 185 relocated
Maintenance Shop A122 502 relocated

I.T. A122A 67 relocated
relocated directly adjacent to former 
Maintenance Office

I.T. 185
Maintenance Shop 988
Maintenance Office 132
Mechanical Room 234
Fire Sprinkler Room 119
Food Dehydrator Room 269

Space Title
Existing 
Room #

Existing 
Space Sqft.

Proposed 
Design Sqft. notes

First Floor
Building A

Dining Hall:
Seating Area 4,600 5,561
Kitchen Area A201 3,160 2,810
Serving Area A206 790 relocated
Dish Room 640 540
Storage 1 108 eliminated
Storage 2 15 191
Storage 3 47 eliminated
Office 121 eliminated
Office 96 relocated relabeld as Manager Office

General staff area 254 eliminated
Stair G 125 eliminated
Stair H 84 eliminated
Stair F 232 eliminated

Food Prep 2,335
Break Room 226
Manager Office 114
Expanded Seating Area 1,221
Patio Seating 420
New Exit Stair 278
Shell Space 1,821
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Space Title
Existing 
Room #

Existing 
Space Sqft.

Proposed 
Design Sqft. notes

Common & Housing Spaces:
Waiting Area A240 497 relocated
Reception A231 176 relocated
Mail Lobby A233A 210 relocated
Kitchen A233 256 relocated
Managers (CRE) Apartment A235 1,090
Lounge A236 860 relocated
Men's Toilet A230 150 relocated

Lobby / Corridor 3190
Front Desk 300
Storage - Front Desk 145
Mail Room 368
Mail Lobby 180
Men's Restroom 236
Women's Restroom 236
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Phase 1A:  Prior to the start of Phase 1B, the south egress stair for the 
kitchen and dining space will need to be completed.  (Refer to the 
Phasing Plan)

Phase 1B:  The primary concern during the construction period will 
be to minimize the shut-down time for the dining hall operation, as 
well as allow for the residence halls to be fully occupied during all 
construction phases.  Phase 1B proposes the construction of all the 
building additions and renovations of as much of the common spaces 
in the Building A Connecting Structure as possible.  The dining hall shall 
remain operational during Phase 1B.   Some electrical and plumbing 
infrastructure may be installed at the ground floor level below the 
kitchen and food prep areas during Phase 1B.  Accommodations will 
need to be made for emergency egress at the residence hall wings 
C and D.  The existing G and F stairs will need to remain operational 
during the construction phase to act as access and egress stairs to the 
dining hall.  The building addition to the west side of Building ‘A’ may be 
completed as a shell space only, then may be finished out during Phase 
2.  (Refer to the Phasing Plan)

Phase 2:  Phase two may entail the renovation and finish-out of the 
dining hall seating area and food prep / serve stations and minor 
renovations to the kitchen area.  It is preferred the kitchen area remain 
operational as long as possible during this phase; where perhaps the 
finishes and minor renovations to the kitchen space may be completed 
during Christmas break, or summer period.  (Refer to the Phasing Plan)
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Pomfret Hall Dining Feasibility Study
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville

 Probable Construction Cost

 DESIGN OPTION 'A'

Building Element Total Cost

Dining 

Costs

Housing 

Costs

Building A
Main Structure
1st Floor Dining & Kitchen Renovation - Demo & Finishout 1,307,150$       $1,307,150 $0

Existing Kitchen area renovations 288,000$          $288,000 $0

Elevator & stair 180,000$          $144,000 $36,000

Ground Floor Renovations - Activities Area 558,000$          $0 $558,000

Ground Floor Renovations - Renovate Housekeeping / New CRE Area/ 

New Offices/ etc 316,200$          $0 $316,200

Ground Floor Finishout of new shell - Classrooms / Maintenance 283,800$          $0 $283,800

Ground Floor -  New finishes at Dining staff support areas 79,500$             $0 $79,500

Ground Floor - Renov. / Build Dehydrator & Cardboard bailer area 29,040$             $29,040 $0

South Fire Stair reconfiguration 50,000$             $50,000 $0

West Addition - Shell Structure 1,230,000$      $615,000 $615,000

Subtotal 4,321,690$       $2,433,190 $1,888,500

MEP upgrades:

Mechanical Items:

M1)        Replacement of existing AHU’s AHU-2 and AHU-3            200,000$          $100,000 $100,000

M2)        Addition of 3 Kitchen Hoods                                               90,000$             $90,000 $0

M3)        Steam Service Tunnel                                                      250,000$          $62,500 $187,500

M4)        Mechanical Work Associated with new Elevators               60,000$             $15,000 $45,000

M5)        Existing Venthood upgrades / repairs 20,000$             $20,000 $0

Plumbing Items:

P1)         Plumbing for Common Area Restrooms                                 65,000$             $58,500 $6,500

P2)         Domestic Hot Water System Replacement                           325,000$          $130,000 $195,000

P3)         Sewer Line Relocation Outside Addition Footprint            75,000$             $37,500 $37,500

Fire Protection Items:    -$                        $0 $0

FP1)       Common Area Fire Protection  (Ground & 1st Floors)                   125,000$          $0 $125,000

FP2)       Dining Area Fire Protection                             60,000$             $60,000 $0

0 -$                        $0 $0

Electrical Items:

E0)          Light fixture package for the dining area (installed) 82,000$             $82,000 $0

E1)          New Generator (includes connections to the elevators)  200,000$          $20,000 $180,000

E2)          Fire Alarm for Building B (not including the towers) 100,000$          $40,000 $60,000

E3)          New electrical service, MSB, Repairs and Code items        375,000$          $187,500 $187,500

0 -$                        $0 $0

Subtotal 2,027,000$       $903,000 $1,124,000



Pomfret Hall Dining Feasibility Study
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville

 Probable Construction Cost

 DESIGN OPTION 'A'
Building A - East / West Connector -$                        $0 $0

Restrooms 56,160$             $50,544 $5,616

1st Floor:  Building Addition - new building entry area 320,000$          $160,000 $160,000

1st Floor: Common Space Renovations 156,960$          $0 $156,960

Ground Floor:  Addition - entry / common space 247,000$          $0 $247,000

Ground Floor Renovations - meeting spaces 174,000$          $0 $174,000

Managers Apartment Renovations 40,800$             $0 $40,800

Managers Apartment Addition 129,600$          $0 $129,600

0 -$                        $0 $0

Subtotal 1,124,520$       $210,544 $913,976

Building C & D
C&D Common Space Renov. of Exist. - Floors 1 - 3 (1 -4 @ 'D' wing) 658,560$          $0 $658,560

1st Floor common area renovation - 'C'&'D' wings @ connector 'A' 254,400$          $0 $254,400

Ground Floor common area renovations - 'D' wing @ connector 'A' 127,200$          $0 $127,200

0 -$                        $0 $0

C&D New Elevators and Structural modifications 420,000$          $0 $420,000

-$                        $0 $0

Subtotal 1,460,160$       $0 $1,460,160

Sitework
Sidewalks / flatwork / steps/ retaining walls 180,000$          $90,000 $90,000

Courtyard 85,000$             $0 $85,000

0 -$                        $0 $0

Subtotal 265,000$          $90,000 $175,000

Building B -$                        $0 $0

Chairlift / Accessible Path/ Lobby Renovations 42,000$             $0 $42,000

Subtotal 42,000$             $0 $42,000

Construction Total Project 9,240,370$       $3,636,734 $5,603,636

Additional Scope Items

Fire Protection

FP3)       Fire Pump  $80,000 $0 $80,000

FP4)       Building B Fire Protection & minor architectural  $690,000 $0 $690,000

FP5)       Building C & D Fire Protection & minor architectural $760,000 $0 $760,000

Kitchen:  Dish washing machine and conveyor system $175,000 $175,000 $0

Dining:  Tables & Seating $285,000 $285,000 $0

Housing:  FFE $190,000 $0 $190,000



Pomfret Hall Dining Feasibility Study
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville

Probable Construction Cost

DESIGN OPTION 'B'

Building Element Total Cost

Dining 

Costs

Housing 

Costs

Building A
Main Structure
1st Floor Dining & Kitchen Renovation - Demo & Finishout 1,307,150$       $1,307,150 $0

Existing Kitchen area renovations 288,000$          $288,000 $0

Elevator & stair 180,000$          $144,000 $36,000

Ground Floor Renovations - Activities Area 558,000$          $0 $558,000

Ground Floor Renovations - Renovate Housekeeping / New CRE Area/ New 

Offices/ etc 316,200$          $0 $316,200

Ground Floor Finishout of new shell - Classrooms / Maintenance 283,800$          $0 $283,800

Ground Floor -  New finishes at Dining staff support areas 79,500$             $0 $79,500

Ground Floor - Renov. / Build Dehydrator & Cardboard bailer area 29,040$             $29,040 $0

South Fire Stair reconfiguration 50,000$             $50,000 $0

West Addition - Shell Structure 1,230,000$      $615,000 $615,000

Subtotal 4,321,690$       $2,433,190 $1,888,500

MEP upgrades:

Mechanical Items:

M1)        Replacement of existing AHU’s AHU-2 and AHU-3            200,000$          $100,000 $100,000

M2)        Addition of 3 Kitchen Hoods                                               90,000$             $90,000 $0

M3)        Steam Service Tunnel                                                      250,000$          $62,500 $187,500

M4)        Mechanical Work Associated with new Elevators               60,000$             $15,000 $45,000

M5)        Existing Venthood upgrades / repairs 20,000$             $20,000 $0

Plumbing Items:

P1)         Plumbing for Common Area Restrooms                                 65,000$             $58,500 $6,500

P2)         Domestic Hot Water System Replacement                           325,000$          $130,000 $195,000

P3)         Sewer Line Relocation Outside Addition Footprint            75,000$             $37,500 $37,500

Fire Protection Items:    -$                        $0 $0

FP1)       Common Area Fire Protection  (Ground & 1st Floors)                   125,000$          $0 $125,000

FP2)       Dining Area Fire Protection                             60,000$             $60,000 $0

Electrical Items: -$                        $0 $0

E0)          Light fixture package for the dining area (installed) 82,000$             $82,000 $0

E1)          New Generator (includes connections to the elevators)  200,000$          $20,000 $180,000

E2)          Fire Alarm for Building B (not including the towers) 100,000$          $40,000 $60,000

E3)          New electrical service, MSB, Repairs and Code items        375,000$          $187,500 $187,500

Subtotal 2,027,000$       $903,000 $1,124,000
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Probable Construction Cost

DESIGN OPTION 'B'
Building A - East / West Connector -$                        $0 $0

Restrooms 56,160$             $50,544 $5,616

1st Floor:  Building Addition - new building entry area 320,000$          $160,000 $160,000

1st Floor: Common Space Renovations 156,960$          $0 $156,960

Ground Floor:  Addition - entry / common space 247,000$          $0 $247,000

Ground Floor Renovations - meeting spaces 174,000$          $0 $174,000

Managers Apartment Renovations 40,800$             $0 $40,800

Managers Apartment Addition 129,600$          $0 $129,600

-$                        $0 $0

Subtotal 1,124,520$       $210,544 $913,976

Building C & D
C&D Common Space Renov. of Exist. - Floors 1 - 3 (1 -4 @ 'D' wing) 530,880$          $0 $530,880

1st Floor:  Elevator Mass @ C& D wings - Common Space/ Elevator 356,160$          $0 $356,160

Ground Floor Elevator Mass @ D wing - Common Space / Elevator 178,080$          $0 $178,080

2nd / 3rd Floor: Elevator Mass @ C&D wings - Common Space / elev. 712,320$          $0 $712,320

C&D Elevators 215,000$          $0 $215,000

-$                        $0 $0

Subtotal 1,992,440$       $0 $1,992,440

Sitework
Sidewalks / flatwork / steps/ retaining walls 180,000$          $90,000 $90,000

Courtyard 85,000$             $0 $85,000

-$                        $0 $0

Subtotal 265,000$          $90,000 $175,000

Building B
Chairlift / Accessible Path/ Lobby Renovations 42,000$             $0 $42,000

Subtotal 42,000$             $0 $42,000

Construction Total Project 9,772,650$       $3,636,734 $6,135,916

Additional Scope Items

Fire Protection

FP3)       Fire Pump  $80,000 $0 $80,000

FP4)       Building B Fire Protection & minor architectural  $690,000 $0 $690,000

FP5)       Building C & D Fire Protection & minor architectural $760,000 $0 $760,000

Kitchen:  Dish washing machine and conveyor system $175,000 $175,000 $0

Dining:  Tables & Seating $285,000 $285,000 $0

Housing:  FFE $190,000 $0 $190,000
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EXTERIOR STUDY 1 (OPTION ‘A’)

VIEW FROM SOUTHEAST TO ENTRY - OPTION ‘A’

VIEW FROM SOUTHEAST TO ENTRY - OPTION ‘B’

VIEW FROM SOUTHWEST - OPTION ‘B’

EXTERIOR STUDY 2 (OPTION ‘B’)

EXTERIOR STUDY 3 (OPTION ‘B’)
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